
May 21,1997 &s*
Letter of recommendation for Eric lorgensen.

To whom it may concern,

Please feel free to contact me as a reference for Erie Jorgensen. I have worked with
Eric over the past two years on several projects {or Nike and have personally employed
him as my fitness trainer and nutrionist.

For Nike, Eric has been instrumental as a consultant on the proper athletic form to be
shown in our action photography. Eric instructs and assists the talent in the proper
stance and muscle usage while we are photographing action shots such as running,
weight lifting, sport training, etc. Eric also educates us on new sport training drills and
techniques that we can utilize to vary our action photography. Funher, Eric has been
tttlized in several runway modeling activities.

For myself, Ertc has helped me to develop an increase in lean muscle mass of
approximately seven percent and a corresponding reduction of body fat by six percent.
The result has been that my muscular definition has greatly increased along with a
feeiing of well being over the past year. This has all come about from a combination
of instruction on nutrition, proper weight lifting form/targeted muscle routines and
aerobic activity.

Eric is very professional and the ideal businessman to work with. I strongly
recommend him for any modeling, nutrition or fitness requirements you have. Please
feel free to contact me as a reference.

Regards,

&r&'*
Gary Vossenkemper
NIKE Direct Marketing Manger

\:{f ;\a ONE BOWERMAN DRIVE, BEAVERTON, OR 97OO5 o453 TEL.503671 6453 FAX: 503671



DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

RegionalOffice
Federal Building

1 1 000 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles CA 90024

Sep 16,2009

ERIC L JORGENSEN
I IO S LELAND ST
TINIT 103

SANPEDRO CA 90731

To Whorn It May Concern:

In Reply Refer to: 3441271C/LMY
Claim Number: 54411 5325
JORGENSEN. ERIC L

The records of the Department of Veterans Affairs show that ERIC
JORGENSEN served in the Army of the United States as follows:

ENTERED ON ACTIVE DUTY: 0712211987

RELEASED FROM ACTIVE DUTY: 04ll8ll99l
BRANCH OF SERVICE: Army
CHARACTER OF DISCHARGE: Honorable
SERVICE SERIAL NO: 544115325
RANK AND ORGANIZATION: E4

DATE OF BIRTH: 0112511969

Sincerelv.

Michele I(wok
Veterans Services Center Manaser

Vivian
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FXPERIMENTAL AND APPI-IED SCIENCES

Iv{av 5*. 199?

555 Corponate Circle, Golden, CC 80401
(303) 384-0080 ' FAX (303) 384-0088

T'o Whone it rnay concern:

It has been rny privilege to know Eric Jorgenson for 3 years in his capaeity as a
Personal Trainer at Gold's Gyrn in Portland Oregon. As a oiient of,his, at which time I
too worked at Gold's Gyrn (as a nutrition consultant) I beraeifited both from his training
expertise as well as his "never ending" positive outlook.

Dtrring his employ with Gold's Gyn, I witnessed his performance as he endeavored in
the life changing rnetamorphosis of people's lives.

As a trainer, Eric overcame every objection imaginable with practical applieation,
personal experience and enthusiasm. As his work allowed him travel in many different
directions he demonstrated unrsual skill in dealing with the public-unusuai even in
environments demanding the best in human relation skills. FIis interaction with his co-
workers (rnyself included) was no less positive; tnfact, he was a real boost to morale.

Eric Jorgenson is an exceptional trainer/person whose talcnts and
personality will make him a wonderfutr addition to any firm. F{is
conrmitment tc remain invested in a person's life is from start to
finish. I personally comrnunicate on a weekly basis, recruiting &om
his extensive know-how. In my opinion, he's the best in the field.

Very Eest R.egards,

Shon Brown
Assistant to Mr. Bill Fhillips

SB/kg
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IU' REALTY, Inc.
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"Committed to quali4t-. . in every deiail"

Orchards Square . 6300-8 N.E. 117th Avenue, Suite #'1 . P O. Box 4677 . Vancouver; Washington 98662'0677

M;ay 28,7997

:

To Whom It May Concern:

I began looking for a personal fitness trainer one year ago. I interviewed Eric Jorgensen and felt
very comfortable with his knowledge and experience. :

I have trained four times weekly with Eric for the last year and the results have been, " I look and
feel great!" I regret to see him leave the PortlandAy'ancouver area.

Eric's experience, knowledge, likable personality and commitment to the fitness field has made
him a winner.

If you are in need of a trainer and want the best, Eric is for you.

JAMES & CO. REALTY; INC.

71.

JIWT/Kb

Phone (360) 892-0022 Facsimile (360) 253-3978



TAMMY BARNETT
NATIONAL MARKETING & SERVICE SPECIALIST
APEX FITNESS
1526 14TH STREET SUITE 101
SANTA MONICA, CA
97219

I

To whom it may concern,

I am writing this letter of recommendation for Eric Jorgensen, for his excellence in the
field of nutrition and fintess. ,:

I feel that Eric is an outstanding fitness professional. I have had the opportunity to
observe Eric's performance in the last year. Eric attended the Apex Fitness Certification school
in LA in March of 1994. Eric was an outstanding student and continued to prove his abilities
upon beginning his position with Gold's Gym Portland as a Apex Fitness Professional.

Eric continually surpassed all expectations regarding goals and projec'tions as well as
providing unprecedented customer service. lfeelthat Eric"s ability to communicate with all
individuals allowed him to effectively educate and motivate his clients.

I have had the opportunity to observe and work with thousands of people Nation wide. I

believe it is difficult to find individuals such as Eric. He provides a complete combination of the
key characteristics that I feel are necessary to be a true fitness professional. Eric would be a
great asset to any team.



I look at my female peers and understand all to well how tough it is to bounce Uack after
having children. Eric has helped me focus by developing a consistent, well-thought
personalized exercise program. After 1 I/2 years I can say with confidence that I look and
feel strong, empowered, and sexY!

S.V.-40+, dynamic,
fascinating woman
& mother of 3 young
children.

I wanted an attentive trainer with a stnrctured program to become more physically fit & to
reduce stress levels. Eric's experience & knowledge has met my expectations. As Nike
would say "Just do it"!
Thanks Eric, it's worth it.

Jim Tapio, Real Estate Broker

For years I have been wanting to do some exercises that,would give me more strength &
vigor which has been waning with my increased age. Erit is the answer I needed. After a
short time I already feel stronger & more active and younger. I recommend him for anyone
at anY age' 

Mrs. Erskine wood, 8o+.

Eric possesses the best certified rraining background I have experienced. I have realized
my greatest progress from Eric's knowledge & vigilence to safe & precise form, proper
exercise, and appropriate weight. Eric is both personal and professional; motivating me
with attainable goals, maintaining & encouraging positive attitude, periodic follow-up, &
genuine interest in my progress. Eric is trainer, coach, and partner in my success.

Fred Schriever(34)
14 years- Staff Nurse, Cardiology- Cardiovascular Surgery
10 years- Sports Medicine, Collegiate Level

My blood pressure has been reduced from 130 over 90 to 110 over 70 without any
medication. I have increased my strength, cardiovascular endurance, ability to manage
stress, & successfully balance my nutritional needs.

Terry Tunnell, 40+, Award Winning Teacher

Eric has evolved an efficient, carefully crafted training method which takes into account
the individual needs of his client's. His approach achieves body sculpting, flexibility, and
aerobic conditioning while avoiding injury.

Mike Wilson, 30+, Cardiologist-St. Vincents Hospital

I have trained many years and many different ways but Eric's perseverence of knowledge
has led me to utilize the most effective ways to reach a fitness goal. Thank You my friend.

Flavius Vlad, Karate Ins rructor,Full-Con tact Figh ter Kyoko-Shin-Kai.

Febuary 1995 I started a firness program. About the same time I began workong with Eric
in order to achieve my personal goals. For the first time in my life I've been able to stay
on a consistent program, and have seen the results I've wanted to achieve. Eric has been
instrumental in every aspect of my personal fitness development. I highly recommend Eric
for anyone who is serious and willing to dedicate themselves to make positive changes in
their lives.

Jeff Crosswhite, Communication Norhtwest, Inc. Cellular Sales Manager ,


